**Photorealistic Illustration**

Rich Faber

Drawing pencils, including 2H, HB, B, 4B
1 kneaded eraser • 1 Design Rub-Kleen eraser (green)
Black waterproof India Ink. (FW or Pelikan brands are preferred)
A set of Pigma Micron pens or technical pens
A straightedge ruler (steel, with cork backing), assorted French curves and templates
2 Hunt 102 crowquill pen nibs and 1 holder
1 Raphael Series 8404 #3 sable brush, OR 1 Winsor Newton Series 7 #3 sable brush
2 Pentel white Gel Roller pens
9 x 12 drawing papers, preferably bristol board or heavy vellum (Strathmore or Borden & Reilly brands preferred)

Note- other required materials will be discussed in the first session

Any questions? Please contact me directly: rich_faber@comcast.net